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The strong converse for the discrete memoryless channel was proved 
by the author (Wolfowitz, 1957). (The result actually proved is stronger 
than the strong converse because of the O(~¢/n) term in the exponent). 
Subsequently the author (1958) and Feinstein (1959) independently 
gave the capacity C of a discrete finite-memory channel, and proved the 
strong converse of the coding theorem for the special discrete finite- 
memory channel studied (Wolfowit~, 1957, 1958). In the present note 
we prove the strong converse for the general discrete finite-memory 
channel. Thus our result includes that  of Wolfowitz (1958) and Fein- 
stein (1959) as a special case. The proof is a slight modification of the 
proof of Wolfowitz (1958), whose notation and definitions are hereby 
assumed. For a definition of the capacity C see (Wolfowitz, 1958) or 
(Feinstein, 1959); for a definition of the general discrete finite-memory 
channel see (Feinstein, 1959) or (Feinstein, 1958, p. 90). 
We shall assume without essential loss of generality that both the 
input and output alphabets consist of two letters, say 0 and l; extension 
to the case where each alphabet contains any finite number of symbols 
is trivial. Any sequence of n zeros or ones will be called an n-sequence. 
A code (N, X) is a set 
{(us, A1), - . . ,  (uN, AN)} 
where the u~ are n-sequences, the A i are disjoint sets of n-sequences, and 
P{v(u~) cAd  >_ 1 - X, i = 1, . . .  ,N  
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where v(ul) is the chance received sequence when u~. is the sequence 
sent, and P / } denotes the probability of the relation in braces. 
THEOREM 1. Strong converse of the coding theorem for the general discrete 
finite-memory channel. Let C be the capacity of a general discrete finite- 
memory channel. Let e > 0 and X, 0 _< ~ < 1, be arbitrary. For n suffi- 
ciently large any code (N, k) must satisfy 
N ~ 2 ~(c+~) 
Pl~oo~. Inthe proof of the theorem we assume that X > 0; the theorem 
is then a fortiori true for X = 0. Let 1 be an integer to be chosen later. 
We shall first prove the theorem for n of the form k(l -k m) with k 
sufficiently large, and then for all n sufficiently large. 
Let v = (yl ,  " "  , y,) be any n-sequence in A~, i ---i 1, . . .  , N. Ad- 
join to As all n-sequences which have the same elements as v in the 
places whose indices are congruent to (m -k 1), (m -t- 2), . . .  , (m -k l), 
mod (l -b m). These sequences form a cylinder set D(O) over the se- 
quence 0 (say) which has kl elements; these kl elements are of course 
the same as the corresponding elements of v. Denote by A~* the set A~ 
after this adjunction has taken place. The A 4" are no longer necessarily 
disjoint. However, a fortiori 
P{v(u~) eA~*] > 1 - ~, i = 1, . . .  , N 
I t  follows from conditions m.1 and m.2 of (Feinstein, 1959, p. 29) or 
(~'einstein, 1958, p. 90), that the sequences u l ,  . . .  , uN and the re- 
ceived sequences of the form of ~ are connected ttu'ough a discrete 
memoryless channel K(l -b m) (say) of capacity C(l A- m). Let X' be 
any number such that ), < k' < 1. Exactly as in Lemma 3.2 of Wol- 
fowitz (1957) we can choose ~ so large that, after deleting from A~*, 
i = 1, . . -  , N, all D(~) whose ~ are not generated by u~ with respect o 
the channel probability function of K(l A- m), we still have 
Pi~(u~) ~A~*} >_ 1 - X', i = 1, . - . ,  N 
where A~* is -41" after the deletion, and g(ui) is the chance received 
sequence when us is sent over the channel K(l "4- m). The As* are still 
not necessarily disjoint. 
The letters of the input alphabet of the channel K(l "4- m) are the 
2 z+~ sequences of (l -b m) elements zero or one. Divide up the given 
code (N,),) into not necessarily disjoint subcodes, as follows: 
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In each subcode, all the u-sequences (n-sequences used for transmis- 
sion) have the same proportions {~} of the various (1 + m) - sequences. 
Since these proportions must be integrM multiples of 1//~, we have that 
the number of subcodes i at most 
[/~ + 1] (~'+m) 
Obviously 
N _< [k + 1](~z+m)-T < n(2~+").T (1) 
where T is the maximum length of a subcode. 
Let/Tr} be any set of proportions of (1 A- m)-sequences in the u-se- 
quences of a subcode; we shall then say that the subcode belongs to 
{Tr}. Consider {It} as a stochastic input for the channel K(l -ff m), and 
for this channel denote by H(Y I ~') and H( Y I X I 7r), respectively, the 
entropy of the output and the conditional entropy of the output, given 
the input. From Lemma 4.1 of Wolfowitz (1957) we have that, for 
any {~} and k sufficiently large, each 2{~* of the subcode which belongs 
to {v} contains at least 
2 ~(rlXz~)-(~/~)J (2) 
sequences. The total number of all sequences generated with respect o 
the channel probability function of K(l + m) by some n-sequence with 
proportions {~r} is, by Lemma 6.3 of Wolfowitz (1957), for k sufficiently 
large, less than 
2~I-( YI .)+(~/3)j (3) 
Then (3) is an upper bound on the number of distinct sequences in the 
union of the Ai* of the subcode which belongs to {~r}. We now proceed 
to give a lower bound. 
The fi~* are not necessarily disjoint. However, each cylinder set 
D(~) contains 2 ~m sequences. Hence no g-sequence can belong to more 
than 2 ~ of the -~i*. Consequently, if T(~) is the length of the subcode 
which belongs to {v}, a lower bound on the number of distinct sequences 
in the union of the A~* of the subcode which belongs to {Tr} is 
2 -k~. T(~) .2 k~H( Y,~l.)-~./~)J (4) 
for all k sufficiently large (uniformly in {w} ). From (3) and (4) we have 
that, for any {~} and all sufficiently large k, 
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T(Tr) < 2k'.2 ~E'(yt~)-'(rlxl~)+(2~1~)l (5) 
Hence 
T < 2k~.2 ~EOu+~)+(~I3)~ < 2~('l~+z).2 ~w+(2~/3)1 (6) 
Finally from (1) we have that, for all n sufficiently large, 
N < n(2Z+~).2n('~l~+~).2"[c+(2~13)l (7) 
Now choose 1 so large that m/(m -~ l) < e/12. Then, for n sufficiently 
large, 
N < 2 ~tc+(~16)l (8) 
This proves the theorem for n of the form k(1 + m). 
Suppose n = k(1 + m) --~ s, with 1 < s < (l + m). Then, writing 
n' = (k -4- 1) (1 -4- m), we have, for large n, 
N < 2 ~'tc+(~/6)~ < 2 ~t~+u+~/~)l Ec+(~/6)j < 2~(a+~) (9) 
which proves the theorem. 
Instead of proceeding from (6) to (7) as we did let us examine (6) 
a little more carefully. Instead of the right member of (6) we can write 
the finer inequality 
T < 2~('~/~+~).2 Lc(~+m)Iu+~)+2~/3(~+~)j (10) 
Hence 
N < n (2~+~). 2 ~(~/'~+~). 2 wu+~)/(~+~)+(~/8)l (11) 
Now (11) holds for any l, all n sufficiently large, and any code (N, k). 
The quantity e was arbitrary and only the lower bound on n depends 
upon it, For any fixed 1 and sufficiently large n, 
n(! !+~) < 2 "~/~. 
Thus, for any fixed l, any ~, and alI n sufficiently large, 
N < 2 ~(~/~+~) "2~[C (~+~)/(~+'~)+~]. (12) 
On the other hand, it follows from either the coding theorem for the 
general discrete finite-memory channel (Feinstein, 1959) or the proof 
of the coding theorem of Wolfowitz (1957) and conditions m.1 and m.2 
(lot. cir.) that, for n sufficiently large, there exists a code (N, X) for the 
general discrete finite-memory channel such that 
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N > 2 "¢c-~). (13) 
Since e is arbitrary (12) and (13) would contradict each other unless 
m C(I + m) 
C <- K-+-m + Z + m 
This extends the result, obtained by the author (1958) for the special 
channel of {2}, to the general discrete finite-memory channel. We re- 
capitulate it as 
THEOREM 2. The  capacity C of the general discrete finite-memory 
channel satisfies, for every positive integer l, 
C(l + m) < c < C(l + m) + m 
(l + m) - -- (l + m) l + m 
where C(l + m) is defined in (Wolfowitz, 1958) and (Feinstein, 1959) 
as the capacity of a discrete memoryless channel. 
Finally we remark that, by the argument of the present note, the 
results, which are to appear later (Wolfowitz, 1960), on simultaneous 
channels and on channels where only the sender or only the receiver 
knows the channel probability function being employed, can all be ex- 
tended to the corresponding eneral discrete finite-memory channels. 
The extension is quite routine and straightforward. 
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